I. INTRODUCTION

The judicial branch retains higher public trust than the other two branches of government.¹ This is likely attributable to the fact the judiciary functions separately from politics and aims to provide a fair, impartial, and just application of the law and Constitution.² Or, at least, that is supposed to be the judiciary’s function.³ Judicial elections, however, have the potential to threaten this function and the corresponding public trust. The vast majority of judges in the United States are subject to election, with 87% of state and local judges in the United States having to face voters.⁴ Skeptics suggest that judicial elections undermine the fundamental role of the judiciary and impede a judge’s ability to act impartial, follow the law as applied to individual cases, and put aside any preconceived notions, political agendas, social commitments, and personal biases.⁵

This skepticism is especially apparent today. Today, judicial elections are hotly contested and campaigns cannot be competitive without raising large amounts of money through campaign contributions and independent expenditures by special interest groups, and buying
massive television and print advertising. Judicial campaigns have become “nastier, noisier, and costlier” and on par with the conduct of political campaigns.

One Supreme Court of Ohio Justice subject to elections explained to the New York Times: “I never felt so much like a hooker down by the bus station in any race I’ve ever been in as I did in a judicial race.” This is because contributors think that they can buy a judge’s influence or support. One study even shows that judges are more likely to rule against criminal defendants and impose tougher sentences in an election year. The public is not blind to these situations. In fact, nine out of ten Americans believe that campaign cash and other special interests associated with campaigns affect courtroom decisions.

This Casenote is not a forum of discussion about whether judicial elections are a good or bad custom. Rather, using recent Supreme Court of the United States and lower federal court jurisprudence, this Casenote evaluates to what extent states are now able to eliminate risks to judicial integrity. In order to safeguard the important values of the judiciary and depoliticize the judiciary, states have implemented a variety of ethical rules that judges and judicial candidates must abide by during the course of their campaigns. These ethical rules are usually called “canons” or “codes of conduct” and are usually challenged by political parties, candidates, or candidate committees on First Amendment grounds.

Most recently, in Williams-Yulee v. Florida Bar, the Supreme Court of the United States addressed a judicial candidate’s First Amendment challenge to a judicial canon that prohibited candidates from personally
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soliciting campaign contributions.14 By plurality decision, the Supreme Court upheld the canon under strict scrutiny and reasoned that the canon was narrowly tailored to achieve Florida’s compelling interest in preserving public confidence in its judiciary.15 Chief Justice Roberts explained that given this interest, this is one of the rare instances in which a speech restriction withstands strict scrutiny.16 Yet, Justice Scalia and the dissenters lamented that the plurality virtually abandoned strict scrutiny and applied a less taxing standard of review for judicial campaigns.17

Recently, the federal circuit courts have taken a broad approach to judicial campaign restrictions in light of Williams-Yulee and its purportedly loose approach to strict scrutiny. Both the Sixth and Ninth Circuits have used the broad holding of Williams-Yulee to uphold other types of judicial campaign restrictions. In Wolfson v. Concannon, the Ninth Circuit used Williams-Yulee to uphold a restriction prohibiting judicial candidates from endorsing other candidates and participating in political campaigns.18 In O'Toole v. O'Connor, the Sixth Circuit extended Williams-Yulee to uphold a restriction on the time in which a judicial candidate’s campaign committee can raise funds.19

This Casenote evaluates the positions that the Sixth and Ninth Circuits have taken after Williams-Yulee. Part II provides necessary background information on judicial campaign restrictions and the Supreme Court’s jurisprudence on the issue, including the Republican Party of Minnesota v. White decision, which came before Williams-Yulee. Part III provides an overview of Wolfson and O’Toole and the respective rationales behind extending Williams-Yulee beyond canons prohibiting personal solicitations. Part IV evaluates the appropriateness of how the circuit courts have reconciled with Williams-Yulee. First, the Sixth and Ninth Circuits appropriately upheld the respective judicial campaign restrictions in light of Williams-Yulee. Second, the Sixth and Ninth Circuits correctly extended the rationale of Williams-Yulee broadly—to extend to restrictions other than personal solicitations of campaign contributions. Finally, Part V concludes by maintaining that courts should follow the approach taken by the Sixth and Ninth Circuits in upholding other restrictions on judicial campaigns in an effort to carry out the principled holding of Williams-Yulee.
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II. BACKGROUND

A. Restrictions on Judicial Candidates and First Amendment Implications

Judicial elections have a distinctive and often controversial place in our system of government that is not present in elections for public office generally.\(^{20}\) While the American legal system remains a model institution worldwide in most respects, judicial elections are an unusual concept in other countries and are unique to the United States.\(^{21}\) Judicial elections were created to allow the people to decide for themselves which judges are best qualified and which are most likely to “stand by the constitution of the State against the encroachment of power.”\(^{22}\) Those in favor of judicial elections seek to provide a democratic check on the judiciary and a measure of popular accountability for its decisions.\(^{23}\) With all elections, however, politics is inevitable. With politics comes a fear that “the pestilential breath of faction may poison the fountains of justice.”\(^{24}\) This section addresses the historical development of judicial elections and judicial campaign restrictions, and how the Supreme Court’s jurisprudence has reconciled the competing interests of free speech and preserving confidence in the judiciary.

1. A Historic Overview

The appropriateness of electing judges sparked a hallmark debate at the time of our country’s founding, and this debate still remains today. On one hand, due to their impartial function in the legal system, elections must not undermine a judge’s independent role or influence a judge to become indebted to any political parties, special interests, or

---
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other forms of bias. On the other hand, elections can be a mechanism to hold judges accountable, just like other elected officials. Alexander Hamilton held the view that appointing judges to positions with life tenure constituted “the best expedient which can be devised in any government to secure a steady, upright, and impartial administration of the laws.” Arguing in the alternative, Thomas Jefferson believed that making judges “dependent on none but themselves” was in conflict with “a government founded on the public will.” These competing views among the Founders laid the foundation for our modern system of selecting judges: federal courts through appointment; and in most states, but not all, by way of popular election.

The federal Constitution mandates that federal judges be appointed by the President, with the advice and consent of the Senate; however, increasingly throughout history, states started to follow the Jeffersonian view of electing state judges to the bench. As a part of a movement toward greater popular control of public office during Andrew Jackson’s presidency and then continuing throughout the Civil War, states increasingly selected judges through popular election. At this time, elections were generally conducted on a partisan basis with no restrictions imposed on judicial campaigns or candidates.

Partisan judicial elections lacking regulation met sharp criticism in the early twentieth century. In 1906, Roscoe Pound, former Harvard Law School Dean, lamented that “compelling judges to become politicians, in many jurisdictions has almost destroyed the traditional respect for the bench.” Starting in 1924, the American Bar Association (ABA) adopted the first model rules for judges, the Canons of Judicial Ethics, which effectively served the ABA’s goal of “preserving the independence of the legal profession and the judiciary.” Eventually the Model Code of Judicial Conduct replaced the former codes of conduct in 1990, which has subsequently been updated, and contains four canons.
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Most relevant to this Casenote is Canon Four, which provides: “A judge or candidate for judicial office shall not engage in political or campaign activity that is inconsistent with the independence, integrity, or impartiality of the judiciary.”

The rules within Canon Four place various limitations precluding judges and judicial candidates from engaging in conduct such as: personally soliciting or accepting campaign contributions, publicly endorsing or opposing candidates for public office, making speeches on behalf of a political organization, and seeking and accepting endorsements from a political organization. Judges and attorneys who violate these canons are usually subject to certain sanctions and reprimand. Currently, voters in thirty-nine states elect judges to the bench at the trial and appellate levels. The majority of these states follow a mirror image of the ABA’s Model Code of Judicial Conduct to impose restrictions on the conduct of judicial candidates.

2. First Amendment Implications

Throughout its jurisprudence, the Supreme Court of the United States has defended the First Amendment right to free speech in general; however, it has taken an exceptionally protective role against attacks on political speech. The Court has noted that the First Amendment “‘has it fullest and most urgent application’ to speech uttered during a campaign for political office.”

Thus, the discussion of public issues and the ability to debate the qualifications of candidates are a fundamental part of our system of government. Given this importance, laws that burden political speech must meet strict scrutiny in order to survive. To pass constitutional muster under strict scrutiny, a law must be narrowly tailored to achieve a compelling state interest.

Given that the judicial canons examined throughout the Supreme Court’s jurisprudence have the effect of burdening political speech and
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are generally content based, the Court resorts to applying strict scrutiny in the context of judicial canons.\textsuperscript{44} Considering the uniqueness of judicial elections as described above, states generally assert a compelling interest in judicial impartiality and independence as well as an interest in preserving the public’s perception of this impartiality and independence.\textsuperscript{45}

\textbf{B. Pre-Williams-Yulee and Prior Supreme Court of the United States Refusal to Restrict the Conduct of Judicial Candidates: Republican Party of Minnesota v. White}

For the first time in its jurisprudence, in 2002, a divided Supreme Court of the United States addressed the constitutionality of state restrictions on the speech of judicial candidates and their respective campaigns. At issue in \textit{White} was the “announce clause” in the Minnesota Code of Judicial Conduct, which provided that a “candidate for judicial office, including an incumbent judge,” shall not “announce his or her views on disputed legal or political issues.”\textsuperscript{46} In 1996, after a complaint was filed against him for distributing literature that criticized several Minnesota Supreme Court decisions involving issues related to crime, welfare, and abortion, Gregory Wertzel, a candidate for associate justice of the Minnesota Supreme Court, challenged the announce clause on First Amendment grounds.\textsuperscript{47}

The \textit{White} majority, written by Justice Scalia concluded that the announce clause failed under strict scrutiny\textsuperscript{48} and therefore violated the First Amendment.\textsuperscript{49} Minnesota asserted two compelling interests. First, preserving the impartiality of the state judiciary, which was compelling in order to protect the due process rights of litigants; second, preserving the appearance of impartiality of the state judiciary, which was compelling to preserve the public confidence in the judiciary.\textsuperscript{50}

With these asserted interests in mind, the Court evaluated the meaning of “impartiality” in several ways, first being “the lack of bias for or against either party to the proceeding.”\textsuperscript{51} In this sense, the Court
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concluded that the announce clause was not narrowly tailored to serve this meaning of impartiality because it did not restrict speech for or against particular parties, but rather speech for or against particular issues. 52 Second, the Court evaluated the interest of impartiality as meaning “a lack of preconception in favor of or against a particular legal view.” 53 Within this meaning, however, the Court emphasized that this is not a compelling state interest because judges inevitably have preconceptions about the law. 54

The Court then looked at a third possible meaning of impartiality: open-mindedness, requiring that a judge remain open to persuasion with regard to opposing views. 55 The compelling interest of open-mindedness proved to be underinclusive because until judges declare themselves candidates for office, they may voice their views on issues and may do so repeatedly after they are elected. 56

The majority rejected the idea that the special context of electioneering in judicial campaigns justifies an abridgement of the right to speak on disputed issues, calling out such a notion as “set[ting] our First Amendment jurisprudence on its head.” 57 The Court, however, noted that the First Amendment does not require campaigns for judicial office to “sound the same as those for legislative office” in other respects. 58 The majority also emphasized that the state’s decision to elect state judges rather than select them through appointment did not justify any degree of First Amendment circumvention. 59

Justice Ginsburg, joined by Justices Stevens, Souter, and Breyer,
dissented, and stressed the important differences between judicial elections and political elections that implicate a state’s compelling interest in impartiality and therefore, justify stricter regulations. According to Justice Ginsburg, the majority’s “an election is an election” approach is not appropriate. In Justice Ginsburg’s view, the strong First Amendment justifications for unrestricted political campaign speech do not carry over to judicial campaigns because candidates for political office must be responsive to the electorate, whereas judges are not political actors and do not sit as representatives of persons, communities, parties, or constituencies.

After the White decision, canons designed to promote the independence and impartiality of judiciaries became vulnerable to attack. White, however, still left open the avenue whereby states could regulate judicial elections differently, rather than accepting the full constitutional doctrine applicable to political elections, as long as these regulations meet strict scrutiny.


Thirteen years post-White, the Supreme Court of the United States faced another First Amendment challenge to a judicial canon, but, this time, ruled quite differently. The Court in Williams-Yulee v. Florida Bar held that the First Amendment permits states to restrict judicial candidates from personally soliciting campaign contributions from donors. The challenged canon, Canon 7C(1) in the Florida Supreme Court’s Code of Judicial Conduct, provides:

A candidate, including an incumbent judge, for a judicial office that is filled by public election between competing candidates shall not personally solicit campaign funds, or solicit attorneys for publicly stated support, but may establish committees of responsible persons to secure and manage the expenditure of funds
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for the candidate’s campaign and to obtain public statements of support for his or her candidacy. Such committees are not prohibited from soliciting campaign contributions and public support from any person or corporation authorized by law.67

Lanell Williams-Yulee challenged Canon 7C(1) on First Amendment free speech grounds after the Florida Bar charged her with failing to comply with Florida’s Code of Judicial Conduct.68 During the early part of her campaign for a county court seat in September 2009, Williams-Yulee drafted a letter announcing her candidacy and asking supporters to contribute money to her campaign. The letter stated:

An early contribution of $25, $50, $100, $250, or $500, made payable to “Lanell Williams-Yulee Campaign for County Judge”, will help raise the initial funds needed to launch the campaign and get our message out to the public. I ask for your support in meeting the primary election fund raiser goals. Thank you in advance for your support.69

After sending the letter, a Florida Supreme Court referee sanctioned Williams-Yulee and recommended that she be publicly reprimanded and ordered to pay the costs of the proceeding.70 The Supreme Court of Florida adopted the referee’s recommendations and rejected Williams-Yulee’s First Amendment argument, holding that Canon 7C(1) survived strict scrutiny by furthering Florida’s compelling interest in “preserving the integrity of [its] judiciary and maintaining the public’s confidence in an impartial judiciary.”71 The Supreme Court of Florida concluded that Canon 7C(1) was narrowly tailored to serve the compelling interest of impartiality because it only insulates a judicial candidate’s ability to solicit funds, leaving alternate channels for obtaining funds open.72
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1. The Plurality Opinion

Chief Justice Roberts, writing for the plurality, joined by Justices Breyer, Sotomayor, Kagan, and in part by Justice Ginsburg, upheld Canon 7C(1) under strict scrutiny on the grounds that Florida had a compelling interest in preserving public confidence in the integrity of the judiciary, and it achieved this compelling interest through narrowly tailored means that did not unnecessarily abridge speech. The Chief Justice explained that judges cannot seek out campaign donors without compromising neutrality, independence, and the public’s confidence in judicial integrity—a concept that dates back to Magna Carta. As recognized in White, Chief Justice Roberts agreed that states can regulate judicial elections differently than they regulate political elections, because the role of judges differs from the role of politicians.

Williams-Yulee conceded that a state has a compelling interest in judicial integrity; however, she argued that there is still a risk of compromising judicial integrity because Canon 7C(1) is underinclusive and does not restrict other types of speech, such as the ability of a campaign committee to raise money. In response, Chief Justice Roberts articulated that policymakers may focus on the most pressing concerns without restricting other forms of speech, and the solicitation ban aimed at the most pressing concern: the notion that public confidence in the integrity of the judiciary will be undermined through personal requests for money by judges and judicial candidates. In addition, Chief Justice Roberts emphasized that personal solicitation by candidates themselves implicates a different problem than solicitation by committees because a solicited individual knows that a judicial candidate, if elected, will be in a unique position of power over
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77. Williams-Yulee, 135 S. Ct. at 1668–70 ("Taken to its logical conclusion, the position advanced by Yulee and the principal dissent is that Florida may ban the solicitation of funds by judicial candidates only if the State bans all solicitation of funds in judicial elections. The First Amendment does not put a State to that all-or-nothing choice. We will not punish Florida for leaving open more, rather than fewer, avenues of expression, especially when there is no indication that the selective restriction of speech reflects a pretextual motive.").
decisions and outcomes.  Williams-Yulee also argued that the canon was underinclusive because judicial candidates are allowed to write thank you notes to campaign donors. Chief Justice Roberts acknowledged the possibility that permitting thank you notes could heighten the likelihood of bias within the judiciary, but he ultimately concluded that the candidate’s personal solicitation itself necessitates the state’s compelling interest.

Williams-Yulee then contended that Canon 7C(1) was too broad and not narrowly tailored to advance the state’s compelling interest through the least restrictive means. Chief Justice Roberts rejected the overbreadth argument as well, explaining that the canon gives candidates free reign to discuss issues with supporters and potential supporters, except for discussing donations. Williams-Yulee further contended that the canon constitutionally could not be applied to her chosen form of solicitation: a letter posted online and distributed via mass mailing because the public would not lose confidence in the integrity of the judiciary based on personal solicitation to such a broad audience. In response, Chief Justice Roberts stated that the Court “decline[s] to wade into this swamp” over which forms of personal solicitation may generate a problem of impropriety as opposed to other forms, because the First Amendment only requires narrow tailoring, not perfect tailoring.

In the last part of her overbreadth argument, Williams-Yulee contended that Florida could accomplish its compelling state interests through recusal rules and campaign contribution limits. Chief Justice Roberts sharply disagreed with both arguments. With regard to recusal, Chief Justice Roberts reasoned that such rules would disable
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78. Id at 1669. (“When the judicial candidate himself asks for money, the stakes are higher for all involved. The candidate has personally invested his time and effort in the fundraising appeal; he has placed his name and reputation behind the request. The solicited individual knows that, and also knows that the solicitor might be in a position to singlehandedly make decisions of great weight: The same person who signed the fundraising letter might one day sign the judgment. This dynamic inevitably creates pressure for the recipient to comply, and it does so in a way that solicitation by a third party does not.”).
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jurisdictions by limiting the amount of judges and resources and would also create an incentive for litigants to make campaign contributions to judges solely as a means to trigger their later recusal. With regard to campaign contribution limits, Chief Justice Roberts explained that these limits already apply to judicial candidates and even if Florida were to reduce the contribution limit, the appearance that judges who personally solicit funds might improperly favor their campaign donors would remain.

2. Justice Ginsburg’s Concurrence

Justice Ginsburg joined the plurality opinion, except for Part II, with respect to the plurality’s application of strict scrutiny. Instead, Justice Ginsburg noted her approach in the White dissent, which would not apply exacting scrutiny to a state’s decision to differentiate judicial elections from political elections. Much like her dissent in White, Justice Ginsburg also emphasized that judges are not politicians and therefore, states should have latitude to enact campaign-finance rules geared towards judicial elections. Justice Ginsburg explained that, “when the political campaign-finance apparatus is applied to judicial elections, the distinction of judges from politicians dims,” because donors who seek to influence politicians through campaign contributions will anticipate that “investment in campaigns for judicial office will yield similar returns.”

Accordingly, Justice Ginsburg highlighted instances in multiple states where millions of dollars were spent on judicial campaigns, usually in opposition to incumbent judges who do not support a party line, rendered an unfavorable decision, or are allegedly out of step with public opinion. Justice Ginsburg further explained that instances of disproportionate spending to influence court judgments threaten judicial independence. In support of this, Justice Ginsburg cited to multiple studies showing that the influence of money in judicial campaigns affects not only judicial decision-making in cases, but also leads voters to believe that campaign contributions have at least “some influence” on judicial decision-making.
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3. The Dissenting Opinions

Justice Scalia, joined by Justice Thomas in the dissent, criticized the Court for “flatten[ing] one settled First Amendment principle after another.” In mocking the plurality’s standard of review as “the appearance of strict scrutiny,” Justice Scalia conducted his own analysis under strict scrutiny and concluded that Canon 7C(1) failed. Under strict scrutiny, Justice Scalia first described Florida’s asserted compelling interest as “ill-defined” and went on to criticize the Court for using too much discretion in accepting the asserted interest. Next, Justice Scalia concluded that Canon 7C(1) was not narrowly tailored because the canon extended broadly and prohibited solicitations from family members, friends, and persons who have no chance of ever appearing in the candidate’s court. In addition, Justice Scalia noted that Canon 7C(1) extended too broadly in banning candidates from asking for contributions through all mediums, including mass mailings, flyers, speeches, and websites, such mediums that avoid “the spectacle of lawyers or potential litigants directly handing over money to judicial candidates.”

Justice Scalia also took issue with Canon 7C(1)’s underinclusive nature. Rather than restricting all personal solicitations, the canon only restricts personal solicitations from campaigns. Therefore, “favors” unrelated to campaigns—for example, personal loans between attorneys or access to a law firm’s luxury suite at a football stadium—would equally erode the public confidence in the integrity of the judiciary as campaign favors.

Justices Kennedy and Alito wrote separate dissents. Kennedy criticized the Court for “undermin[ing] the educational process that free
speech in elections should facilitate” by eliminating public discourse over ethical standards for the judiciary and instead allowing for state censorship.98 Alito characterized Canon 7C(1) as “narrowly tailored as a burlap bag” because the canon applied to all solicitations and all persons solicited, even if that person is not a lawyer or has no stake in litigation.99

III. POST-WILLIAMS-YULEE RULINGS: THE SIXTH AND NINTH CIRCUITS

A. Wolfson v. Concannon (2016): The Ninth Circuit Extends Williams-Yulee to Restrict Judicial Candidates from Campaigning for or Endorsing Other Candidates

The Ninth Circuit has extended the rationale of Williams-Yulee to a judicial canon prohibiting judicial candidates from campaigning for or endorsing other candidates for public office. The Arizona Code of Judicial Conduct has several clauses that regulate judicial campaigns.100 Together, the clauses within the Code forbid judicial candidates from (1) personally soliciting funds for their campaigns (Personal Solicitation Clause); (2) campaigning for another candidate or political organization; (3) publicly endorsing another candidate for public office; (4) making speeches on behalf of another candidate or political organization; and (5) actively taking part in any political campaign (together, Endorsement Clauses and Campaign Prohibition).101

Randolph Wolfson, an Arizona state judicial candidate in 2006 and 2008, filed a lawsuit against the Commissioners of the Arizona Commission on Judicial Conduct in the District Court of Arizona, challenging the regulations on First Amendment freedom of speech and association grounds.102 The district court disagreed with Wolfson’s contentions and granted summary judgment for the Commission, following the lead of the Seventh Circuit in applying an intermediate
level of scrutiny to judicial campaign regulations. 103 Wolfson appealed and a Ninth Circuit panel reversed the judgment of the district court. 104 After the Supreme Court decided *Williams-Yulee* in April of 2015, however, an en banc rehearing was ordered, and the Ninth Circuit reversed the decision of the panel, upholding these restrictions under strict scrutiny. 105 As such, the en banc panel held that strict scrutiny was appropriate in light of *Williams-Yulee* and emphasized that strict scrutiny extends to not only the personal solicitation regulation, which was at issue in *Williams-Yulee*, but also to Arizona’s regulations that prohibited judicial candidates from endorsing and actively campaigning for candidates for public office. 106

After determining that strict scrutiny applied, the en banc panel turned to Arizona’s individual restrictions. First, the court examined the Arizona Code of Judicial Conduct’s restriction on personal solicitations. Substantively, the Personal Solicitation Clause was similar to that at issue in *Williams-Yulee*, but the asserted state interests were worded slightly differently. Bound by *Williams-Yulee*, Wolfson’s attempt to distinguish Arizona’s Personal Solicitation Clause failed. 107

The court then considered Wolfson’s First Amendment challenge to Arizona’s Endorsement Clauses and Campaign Prohibition. Here, Wolfson argued that the prohibitions were underinclusive, overbroad, and therefore not tailored towards the interest at hand. 108 First, with regard to underinclusivity, Wolfson contended that the prohibitions still allowed judicial candidates to receive endorsements, endorse public officials and noncandidates, and allow other candidates to participate in their judicial campaigns. 109 Citing to *Williams-Yulee*, the court rejected this argument and reasoned that the clauses aimed solely at the conduct most likely to undermine public confidence are applied evenhandedly to all judges and are not riddled with exceptions. 110 Thus, the court
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concluded that Arizona’s Endorsement Clauses and Campaign Prohibition were aimed squarely at preventing conduct that could erode the judiciary’s credibility, emphasizing that when judicial candidates actively engage in political campaigns, a judge’s impartiality can be questioned.111 Further, the court did not want to call into question whether Arizona could have prohibited more types of endorsements or campaign prohibitions.112

Next, Wolfson argued that the Endorsement Clauses and Campaign Prohibition were unconstitutionally overbroad because the campaign prohibition banned involvement with ballot measures and the endorsement clause forbid judicial candidates from endorsing any candidate, even candidates for President of the United States who are unlikely to appear before the judge.113 Rejecting these arguments as well, the court again relied on *Williams-Yulee* to reason that speech restrictions need only be narrowly tailored, not “perfectly tailored”; therefore, courts need not draw unworkable lines regarding the maximum amount of speech that can be limited.114

Lastly, Wolfson contended that the Endorsement Clauses and Campaign Prohibition did not offer the least restrictive means to further the state’s interest, arguing that the clauses do not prevent judges from favoring certain candidates that may appear in court, and even if they did, recusal could handle impartiality or the appearance of impartiality. The court quickly dismissed this argument, acknowledging that it was flatly dismissed in *Williams-Yulee* due to the fact that recusal rules could “cripple the judiciary” and erode public confidence in the judiciary even more.115

**B. O’Toole v. O’Connor (2015): The Sixth Circuit Extends Williams-Yulee to Temporal Restrictions on Campaign Committees**

The Sixth Circuit has extended the rationale of *Williams-Yulee* to canons restricting the conduct of campaign committees in addition to candidates. At issue in *O’Toole v. O’Connor* was Ohio Code of Judicial Conduct Rule 4.4(E), promulgated by the Supreme Court of Ohio. Like

---

111. *Id.* at 1183–84 (“When a judicial candidate actively engages in political campaigns, a judge’s impartiality can be put into question, and the public can lose faith in the judiciary’s ability to abide by the law and not make decisions along political lines.”).
112. *Wolfson*, 811 F.3d at 1184 (“[P]olicymakers may focus on their most pressing concerns’ and the fact that the state could [sic] ‘conceivably could have restricted even greater amounts of speech in service of their stated interests’ is not a death blow under strict scrutiny.”) (quoting *Williams-Yulee* v. Fla. Bar, 135 S. Ct. 1656, 1668 (2015)).
113. *Id.*
114. *Id.* at 1185 (“It is not our proper role to second-guess Arizona’s decisions in this regard.”).
115. *Id.* at 1186.
in *Williams-Yulee*, the Code prohibited personal solicitation of campaign contributions and allowed for the establishment of campaign committees to manage and conduct the campaign for the candidate. These committees are subject to Rule 4.4(E), at issue in this case, which provides:

The campaign committee of a judicial candidate may begin soliciting and receiving contributions no earlier than one hundred twenty days before the first Tuesday after the first Monday in May of the year in which the general election is held. If the general election is held in 2012 or any fourth year thereafter, the campaign committee of a judicial candidate may begin soliciting and receiving contributions no earlier than one hundred twenty days before the first Tuesday after the first Monday in March of the year in which the general election is held.

Despite this restriction, campaign committees may continue to receive contributions until 120 days after the earlier of: (1) the general election; (2) defeat; or (3) death or withdrawal of the candidate. In addition, candidates can contribute personal money to their own campaigns 210 days before the primary election.

Colleen O’Toole, Judge on Ohio’s Eleventh District Court of Appeals and one of the Republican Party primary candidates for the 2016 Supreme Court of Ohio election, filed a motion for a temporary restraining order and preliminary injunction to enjoin enforcement of Rule 4.4(E). She alleged that the rule violated her campaign committees’ First Amendment right to free speech, and specifically, core political speech. After the district court denied this motion,

---

116. O’Toole v. O’Connor, 802 F.3d 783, 787 (6th Cir. 2015).
117. *Id.* at 788.
118. *Id.* (citing OHIO CODE JUDICIAL CONDUCT R. 4.4(E)–(G)).
119. *Id.* (citing OHIO CODE JUDICIAL CONDUCT R. 4.4(H)(1).
120. *Id.* at 787.
121. *Id.* at 788. Plaintiff also alleged a violation of the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. The Equal Protection argument is beyond the scope of this Casenote. In contrast to O’Toole, a Sixth Circuit panel in the 2016 decision of *Winter v. Wolnitzek* struck down as unconstitutional Kentucky canons of judicial conduct that prohibited judicial candidates from campaigning as members of political organizations and making speeches for or against political organizations. In *Winter*, Judge Sutton explained that the “campaigning clause” was vague and unconstitutionally overbroad because it gave “judicial candidates little confidence about when they exercise their right to affiliate with a party or when they violate the law. . . .” *Winter v. Wolnitzek*, 834 F.3d 681, 689 (6th Cir. 2016). Likewise, the “speeches clause” did “too little to advance the State’s interest in impartiality and the avoidance of partisan influence.” *Id.* The speeches clause also “suppress[ed] too much speech to advance the government’s interest.” *Id.* It “impermissibly bar[red] protected speech about the judge’s own campaign.” *Id.* at 691. However, the court upheld as constitutional a clause that prohibited judicial candidates from endorsing political candidates for public
O’Toole subsequently appealed.\footnote{122} Using the preliminary injunction framework, the Sixth Circuit affirmed the judgment of the district court in denying plaintiff’s motion.\footnote{123} First, the court held that plaintiff did not establish a likelihood of success on First Amendment grounds.\footnote{124} The court noted that the parties disagreed on the appropriate level of scrutiny to apply to the challenged restriction.\footnote{125} While O’Toole argued that strict scrutiny should apply, the State argued that a lesser scrutiny should apply because Rule 4.4(E) limits the campaign committees’ associational freedoms, which are typically subject to a lower level of scrutiny.\footnote{126} Despite these arguments on both sides, the court chose not to decide the issue because O’Toole failed to demonstrate a likelihood of success on the merits, even with strict scrutiny applied to Rule 4.4(E).\footnote{127}

In evaluating the likelihood of success on the merits, the court first looked to the state’s asserted interests of “judicial impartiality, judicial independence [and] judicial integrity.”\footnote{128} Relying on \textit{Williams-Yulee}, the court accepted these interests as “legitimate” because of the longstanding recognition of this interest in history. O’Toole, however, argued that this interest only applied to her, as the candidate, and not to the solicitation or receipt of contributions by her campaign committee.\footnote{129} The court rejected this argument as contrary to the holding of \textit{Williams-Yulee}. The court acknowledged that, while the solicitation by committees is more attenuated than those made directly by a campaign, “the close connection between judicial candidates and office under \textit{Williams-Yulee}, the clause ‘“aim[ed] squarely at the conduct must likely to undermine” nonpartisanship in judicial elections’ and was thus narrowly tailored to that interest. \textit{Id.} at 692. In addition, the court upheld a clause that prohibited judicial candidates from “act[ing] as a leader or hold[ing] any office in a political organization.” \textit{Id.} The court reasoned that the clause “target[ed] an admirable goal”—preserving public confidence in its judges and “use[d] permissible means in doing so.” \textit{Id.} The court also upheld a clause that prohibited judicial candidates from “mak[ing] a contribution to a political organization or candidate.” \textit{Id.} at 690. In upholding the contributions clause, the court noted that while “[j]udicial candidates have a First Amendment right to speak in support of their campaigns,” it does not follow that they have “an unlimited right to contribute money to someone else’s campaign.” \textit{Id.}

\footnote{122} O’Toole, 802 F.3d at 787.

\footnote{123} \textit{Id.} at 788–89. A party seeking injunctive relief must prove that “he is likely to succeed on the merits, that he is likely to suffer irreparable harm in the absence of preliminary relief, that the balance of equities tips in his favor, and that an injunction is in the public interest.” \textit{Id.} (quoting \textit{Winter v. Nat. Res. Def. Counsel, Inc.}, 555 U.S. 7, 20 (2006)). No one factor is controlling in this analysis.

\footnote{124} \textit{Id.} at 789 (“To prevail, a plaintiff must show substantial overbreadth: that the statute prohibits a substantial amount of protected speech both in an absolute sense and relative to [the statute’s] plainly legitimate sweep[.]["] (internal quotation marks omitted).

\footnote{125} \textit{Id.}

\footnote{126} \textit{Id.} at 789.

\footnote{127} \textit{Id.}

\footnote{128} O’Toole, 802 F.3d at 789.

\footnote{129} \textit{Id.}
their campaign committees under Ohio law implicates many of the same concerns regarding judicial integrity and propriety.\textsuperscript{130} In support, the Sixth Circuit noted that judicial campaign committees in Ohio derive their authority from the candidate and may include the candidate herself.\textsuperscript{131} In addition, candidates are further aligned with their committees in the eyes of the public because Ohio law requires that the name of a campaign committee include at least the last name of the candidate.\textsuperscript{132}

O’Toole also argued that the State failed to present sufficient evidence to establish that the regulation advances its interest.\textsuperscript{133} Relying on Williams-Yulee, the Sixth Circuit rejected this argument as well because of the well-established nature of the judicial impartiality as a compelling state interest. Further, the court quoted Williams-Yulee in explaining that “[t]he concept of public confidence in judicial integrity does not easily reduce to precise definition, nor does it lend itself to proof by documentary record.”\textsuperscript{134} Last, O’Toole argued that Rule 4.4(E) was not narrowly tailored to represent the least restrictive means of the state’s interest. Again relying on Williams-Yulee, the Sixth Circuit rejected this argument by emphasizing that the First Amendment does not require perfect tailoring, which is “especially apparent when the State’s compelling interest is as intangible as public confidence in the integrity of the judiciary.”\textsuperscript{135}

The court went on to explain that Rule 4.4(E) is less restrictive than Canon 7C(1) at issue in Williams-Yulee, which banned all personal solicitations by candidates across the board. Rule 4.4(E) allows a committee sixteen months to solicit contributions and allows candidates to spend their own funds and engage in other campaign activities that do not include the soliciting of funds.\textsuperscript{136} Further, Rule 4.4(E) exclusively restricts committees in the context of solicitation and receiving money and only during a period of time that implicates the government’s stated interest, recognizing that “contributions that are not proximate in time to

\textsuperscript{130} Id. at 789–90.
\textsuperscript{131} Id. at 790 (citing to OHIO. REV. CODE ANN. § 3517.01 (C)(1) (West), which defines campaign committee as “a candidate or combination of two or more persons authorized by a candidate . . . to receive contributions and make expenditures.”).
\textsuperscript{132} Id. at 790 (citing to OHIO. REV. CODE ANN. § 3517.10 (D)(1)) (West).
\textsuperscript{133} Id. at 790.
\textsuperscript{134} O’Toole, 802 F.3d at 790. (quoting Williams-Yulee v. Fla. Bar, 135 S. Ct. 1656, 1667 (2015)).
\textsuperscript{135} Id. (quoting Williams-Yulee, 135 S. Ct. at 1671).
\textsuperscript{136} Id. (“This regulation also leaves candidates ‘able to contribute and spend their own funds, marshal volunteers and supporters and engage in campaign activities other than soliciting funds, such as attending political functions, marching in parades and making speeches about their candidacy’ . . . . Rule 4.4(E) is focused exclusively on the solicitation and receipt of money—the activities most likely to harm public confidence in the judiciary.”).
an election can increase the appearance of impropriety and the risk of actual bias.” 137 The Sixth Circuit recognized that the time limit—120 days—may seem arbitrary; however, the “First Amendment does not confine a State to addressing evils in their most acute form.” 138 In addition to failing to show a likelihood of success on the merits with respect to her First Amendment claim, O’Toole failed to prove irreparable harm and that a preliminary injunction would serve the public interest.

IV. THE LOGIC BEHIND EXTENDING WILLIAMS-YULEE

Supreme Court of the United States precedent on judicial election restrictions and First Amendment implications fails to provide lower courts with solid guidance. Through striking down Minnesota’s announce clause, White led to inconsistent outcomes, uncertainty about which legal standards to apply to individual judicial conduct regulations, uncertainty about the future of canons, and a weakening of state efforts to regulate judicial conduct. 139 In upholding Florida’s personal solicitation ban, Williams-Yulee, by plurality opinion, represented a continued disagreement about how to reconcile the Court’s First Amendment jurisprudence with judicial elections, while allowing states to guarantee an impartial, disinterested judiciary. 140 In addition, the plurality in Williams-Yulee reached a majority with respect to upholding Canon 7C(1), but the Court could not agree on the level of scrutiny to apply for this specific canon; thus leading to a plurality opinion. 141 The plurality’s holding in Williams-Yulee raises many common concerns regarding judicial campaign restrictions moving forward, both of which Wolfson and O’Toole addressed. Two of these common questions will be addressed in turn. First, how should lower courts apply the standard of review used in Williams-Yulee? The plurality applied strict scrutiny without the support of Justices Ginsburg and Breyer, and the standard of review in Justice Scalia’s mind was “the appearance of strict scrutiny.” 142 Second, should the Williams-Yulee rationale extend beyond personal solicitations to uphold restrictions on other types of canons that restrict conduct that has the potential to threaten judicial integrity? This Casenote supports the purportedly

137. Id. at 790.
138. Id. (quoting Williams-Yulee, 135 S. Ct. at 1671).
139. Weiser, supra note 63, at 654.
141. Williams-Yulee, 135 S. Ct. at 1674 (Ginsburg, J., concurring).
142. Id. at 1677 (Scalia, J., dissenting).
loosened approach to strict scrutiny used by the Ninth and Sixth Circuits, which closely mirrors how the Supreme Court in *Williams-Yulee* upheld Canon 7C(1). Given that *Williams-Yulee* clarifies that these canons must be only narrowly tailored and not perfectly tailored, *Wolfson* and *O’Toole* appropriately upheld the canons under strict scrutiny and courts should use this approach moving forward.

This Casenote also advocates that courts extend the *Williams-Yulee* holding to other types of judicial campaign restrictions. Given that the public perception of judicial integrity is a “state interest of the highest order”\(^\text{143}\) and that *Williams-Yulee* signals a certain amount of state deference in enacting restrictions, the Ninth Circuit in *Wolfson* and the Sixth Circuit in *O’Toole* properly used the broad reasoning of *Williams-Yulee* to uphold the respective judicial canons at issue.

### A. Evaluating the Standard of Review for Judicial Canons Post-*Williams-Yulee*

After *Williams-Yulee*, the standard of review for judicial canons appears to be in a perplexed state. In writing the *Williams-Yulee* plurality opinion, Chief Justice Roberts warned that this was one of the rare cases in which a speech restriction withstands strict scrutiny.\(^\text{144}\) The compelling interest of preserving public confidence in the judiciary and the fundamental difference between judicial elections and political elections likely makes this case different from other First Amendment cases. Justice Scalia appeared to accept the notion that states have more compelling interests in regulating judicial elections than in regulating political elections.\(^\text{145}\) Justice Scalia took issue with the plurality’s analysis on how the personal solicitation canon was not narrowly tailored to achieve Florida’s interest in preserving public confidence in the judiciary. Regardless of whether the scrutiny was strict enough to satisfy Justice Scalia, both *Wolfson* and *O’Toole* appropriately used strict scrutiny, or the appearance of it, to satisfy the broad command of *Williams-Yulee*.

---

145. *Id.* at 1677 (Scalia, J., dissenting) (“I do not for a moment question the Court’s conclusion that States have different compelling interests when regulating judicial elections than when regulating political ones. Unlike a legislator, a judge must be impartial—without bias for or against any party or attorney who comes before him. I accept for the sake of argument that States have a compelling interest in ensuring that its judges are seen as impartial. I will likewise assume that a judicial candidate’s request to a litigant or attorney presents a danger of coercion that a political candidate’s request to a constituent does not.”).
1. Narrowly Tailored

The First Amendment only requires narrow tailoring, not perfect tailoring.\textsuperscript{146} States may target the most pressing concerns without abridging other forms of speech.\textsuperscript{147} Thus, underinclusive arguments in the context of judicial elections are likely to fail post Williams-Yulee. In Williams-Yulee, Canon 7C(1) did not prohibit committees from soliciting funds or prohibit candidates from writing thank-you notes to donors after the election.\textsuperscript{148} In addition, the canon did not prohibit other types of favors outside the context of campaigns.\textsuperscript{149} The canon’s failure to cover these types of conduct did not matter. Speech may be more severe in certain contexts; however, states are not required to place an overall blanket ban on conduct that may have only the slightest impact on judicial integrity. The First Amendment does not leave states to this all-or-nothing choice.\textsuperscript{150}

This indicates that the Court has given a wide amount of latitude to states in deciding what type of conduct adversely affects public confidence in the judiciary.\textsuperscript{151} Thus, it was proper for the Wolfson court to give Arizona substantial latitude in making this determination. Even though the Endorsement Clauses and Campaign Prohibition at issue in Wolfson still allowed political involvement to a certain extent—since judicial candidates could still receive endorsements, endorse public officials, and allow politicians to participate in their judicial campaigns—the state made a reasoned judgment that the public confidence is most affected when the public views a judicial candidate as actively involved in political campaigns, not necessarily vice versa.\textsuperscript{152}

The O’Toole court did not address any underinclusive arguments; however, Wolfson provides sufficient guidance on how Williams-Yulee likely precludes litigants from bringing forward arguments that judicial canons do not restrict enough speech, so long as it appears that a canon is aimed squarely at harmful conduct and is not riddled with unnecessary exceptions.\textsuperscript{153}

Likewise, due to Court’s rejection of perfect tailoring, overbreadth arguments in the context of judicial campaigns are equally as likely to

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{146} Id. at 1671 (majority opinion).
  \item \textsuperscript{147} Id. at 1668.
  \item \textsuperscript{148} Id.
  \item \textsuperscript{149} Id. at 1680 (Scalia, J., dissenting) (“Surely the Court does not believe that requests for campaign favors erode public confidence in a way that requests for favors unrelated to elections do not.”).
  \item \textsuperscript{150} Williams-Yulee, 135 S. Ct. at 1670.
  \item \textsuperscript{151} Id. at 1668 (“A State need not address all aspects of a problem in one fell swoop.”).
  \item \textsuperscript{152} Wolfson v. Concannon, 811 F.3d 1176, 1184 (9th Cir. 2016).
  \item \textsuperscript{153} Id. at 1183.
\end{itemize}
fail as arguments of underinclusivevity. So long as a judicial canon does not restrict a wildly disproportionate amount of speech, the First Amendment does not require states to address evils in their most acute form. In addition, the Court refused to wade into the swamp and draw unworkable lines in determining which forms of solicitation through different types of mediums is the most harmful to the public confidence. Much like in Williams-Yulee, the Wolfson court refused to draw unworkable lines as to whether Arizona should not have banned involvement with ballot measures and endorsements of candidates such as President of the United States. Again, the Wolfson court correctly relied on the reluctance of the Court in Williams-Yulee to second-guess the judgment of states.

Similarly, O’Toole advanced the argument that Ohio’s campaign committee time restrictions were overbroad. The O’Toole court, however, properly gave substantial latitude to what Ohio recognized as conduct likely to harm public confidence in the judiciary: solicitations by committees, which are connected to the candidate, that are not proximate to the election create a risk of bias. In addition, much like the personal solicitation clause in Williams-Yulee, O’Toole could still engage in other campaign activities such as attending political functions and making speeches about her candidacy. Further, the Court in Williams-Yulee blatantly rejected any further arguments made by litigants regarding recusal; thus, Wolfson correctly signaled an end to this overbreadth argument as well.

2. Compelling State Interest

From the onset of their opinions, both the Wolfson court and the O’Toole court accepted the asserted state interests as compelling without inquiry. In Williams-Yulee, Florida framed its compelling interests as protecting the integrity of the judiciary and maintaining the public’s confidence in an impartial judiciary. In Wolfson, Arizona framed its compelling interests as serving judicial honesty, impartiality,

154. Williams-Yulee, 135 S. Ct. at 1670; see, e.g., Winter v. Wolnitzek, 834 F.3d 681, 689 (6th Cir. 2016) (striking down a clause in the Kentucky Commonwealth’s Code of Judicial Conduct that prohibited judicial candidates from “mak[ing] speeches for or against a political organization or candidate” because the clause “suppress[ed] too much speech to advance the government’s interest”).
155. Williams-Yulee, 135 S. Ct. at 1671.
156. Id.
157. Wolfson, 811 F.3d at 1185.
158. O’Toole v. O’Connor, 802 F.3d 783, 790 (6th Cir. 2015).
159. Wolfson, 811 F.3d at 1186.
temperament, or fitness.\textsuperscript{161} In \textit{O’Toole}, Ohio defined its compelling interest as serving judicial impartiality, judicial independence, and judicial integrity.\textsuperscript{162} While all of these interests may be framed slightly differently, \textit{Williams-Yulee} does not require that states have one precise definition of the concept.\textsuperscript{163} In addition, states are not required to document proof of any risks to public confidence in judicial integrity.\textsuperscript{164}

Given this latitude towards the states, courts should follow the lead of \textit{Wolfson} and \textit{O’Toole} in accepting judicial impartiality (however framed) as a compelling state interest. In fact, even Williams-Yulee herself did not contest Florida’s compelling state interest. Justice Scalia seemed to concede that argument as well.\textsuperscript{165} The plurality, with the support of Justices Ginsburg and Breyer concurring, automatically accepted the fact that personal solicitations of campaign contributions pose a risk to judicial integrity. Thus, courts can assume that other potential risks to judicial integrity are just as much of a problem, giving rise to a state’s compelling interest without the need to show substantive evidence. As such, the \textit{O’Toole} court was correct to rely heavily on \textit{Williams-Yulee} in not requiring the state to provide sufficient evidence to establish that restricting the time limit of when campaign committees can solicit contributions advances its compelling interest.\textsuperscript{166}

In addition, the historical acknowledgement in \textit{Williams-Yulee} of judicial impartiality as a compelling state interest also lends itself to lower courts automatically recognizing this interest as compelling.\textsuperscript{167} This is a well-founded interest dating back many centuries. Furthermore, the Court’s growing recognition since \textit{White} of the fundamental difference between judicial elections and political elections further lends itself to lower courts automatically recognizing this interest as compelling.\textsuperscript{168} Judicial elections are a different animal than political elections, thus heightening the compelling nature of the state’s interest. The plurality continually acknowledged this throughout \textit{Williams-Yulee}.

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item[161.] Wolfson, 811 F.3d at 1181–82.
\item[162.] O’Toole, 802 F.3d at 789.
\item[163.] Williams-Yulee, 135 S. Ct. at 1667.
\item[164.] Id.
\item[165.] Id. at 1676–77 (Scalia, J., dissenting).
\item[166.] O’Toole, 802 F.3d at 790 (“The interest at issue in this case is well-established . . . and was recently reiterated by the Supreme Court.”).
\item[167.] Williams-Yulee, 135 S. Ct. at 1666 (Public confidence in judicial integrity is a principle which “dates back at least eight centuries to Magna Carta, which proclaimed, ‘To no one will we sell, to no one will we refuse or delay, right or justice.’”).
\item[168.] Id. (“The importance of public confidence in the integrity of the judge stems from the place of the judiciary in the government. Unlike the executive or the legislature, the judiciary ‘has no influence over either the sword or the purse; . . . neither force nor will but merely judgment’’) (internal quotation marks omitted).
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
B. The Breadth of Williams-Yulee: The Lower Courts Have Correctly Extended the Court’s Rationale Beyond Personal Solicitations

Turning first to Wolfson, the dangers to judicial integrity are equally apparent when a judge actively participates in political campaigns and endorses political candidates as when a judge personally solicits campaign contributions. Both scenarios raise concerns that a judge or judicial candidate is entrenched in politics, which draws into question their credibility and independence from the political branches. The Ninth Circuit was correct to conclude that Williams-Yulee addressed not just a prohibition on personal requests for money, but state restrictions on judicial candidate speech generally. Just as the public may lack confidence in a judge’s ability to administer justice without fear or favor as a result of solicitation of campaign contributions, the public may lose faith in the judiciary’s ability to abide by the law and not make decisions along political lines.

Endorsements are equally problematic, as they have the potential to place judges “at the fulcrum of local party politics, blessing and disposing of candidates’ political futures.” When judges actively campaign for political candidates, the public may begin to see them not as neutral arbiters, but as “participants in the larger game of politics.” The role of a judge is to make decisions based upon the law and the facts of every case and this role is undermined when a judge is succumbed to monetary and political pressure. Judicial entanglement in party politics may result in party loyalty and favors owed to political actors, which may overshadow impartial application of the law.

169. Brief of Amici Curiae the Brennan Center for Justice at NYU School of Law, et al. in Support of Defendants-Appellees at 9, Wolfson v. Concannon, 811 F.3d 1176 (9th Cir. 2016) (No. 11-17634); see also Winter v. Wolnitzek, 834 F.3d 681, 691 (6th Cir. 2016) (“Because endorsements often are ‘exchanged between political actors on a quid pro quo basis,’ the endorsements clause is narrowly tailored to Kentucky’s compelling interest in preventing judges from becoming (or perceived as becoming) part of partisan political machines.”).

170. Wolfson v. Concannon, 811 F.3d 1181 (9th Cir. 2016).

171. Williams-Yulee, 135 S. Ct. at 1666.

172. Wolfson, 811 F.3d at 1184.


174. Wolfson, 811 F.3d at 1188 (Berzon, J., concurring).

175. Id. at 1184 (majority opinion); see ARIZ. JUDICIAL CODE CONDUCT R. 4.1 cmt. 1 (“Rather than making decisions based upon the expressed views or preferences of the electorate, a judge makes decisions based upon the law and the facts of every case. Therefore, in furtherance of this interest, judges and judicial candidates must, to the greatest extent possible, be free and appear to be free from political influence and political pressure.”).

Neutrality further becomes an issue in cases where a judge must rule on legislation closely associated with a political party or a judge must make a judgment vindicating an individual’s civil rights in a case closely associated with a party’s position. 177 In *Williams-Yulee*, Chief Justice Roberts recognized that even the mere possibility that a judge’s decisions are motivated by a favor, monetary or otherwise, is likely to undermine the public’s confidence in the judiciary. 178

The *Williams-Yulee* Court, and even the *White* Court in some respects, recognized the distinct nature of judicial elections that allows for judicial campaign restrictions that would not otherwise be justified in the political sphere, so long as these restrictions survive strict scrutiny. 179 Further, one of the reasons that the *White* Court rejected the announce clause was because it was not narrowly tailored to serve the compelling interest of a lack of bias, given that the canon only targeted issues, and not particular parties. 180 Although the *White* Court did not address a canon restricting the political activity of judicial candidates, in light of *Williams-Yulee* and the Supreme Court’s further recognition of the importance of separating the judiciary from politics, the *Wolfson* court properly extended the rationale of *Williams-Yulee* to uphold Arizona’s endorsement and campaign prohibition clauses.

Second, turning to *O’Toole*, the Sixth Circuit correctly extended the rationale of *Williams-Yulee* to uphold Ohio Rule 4.4(E), which places time limits on when campaign committees can solicit contributions. *Williams-Yulee* recognized that “judges, charged with exercising strict neutrality and independence, cannot supplicate campaign donors without diminishing public confidence in the judiciary.” 181 Accordingly, the same dangers inherent in personal solicitations are apparent in personal solicitations by campaign committees because these committees are “alter egos” of the candidates under Ohio law and are often named after

177. *Id.* at 11 (“In these cases, it is critical that judges act, and be seen as acting, as neutral arbiters rather than political actors. Even if a judge faithfully and impartially applies the law in such politically-charged cases, close association with political players will provide ammunition for partisans on the other side to call the judge’s motivation into question and may damage public confidence in the legitimacy of the court’s determination.”).


179. *Id.* at 1662 (“Judges are not politicians, even when they come to the bench by way of the ballot.”); *id.* at 1667 (“States may regulate judicial elections differently than they regulate political elections, because the role of judges differs from the role of politicians.”); Republican Party of Minnesota v. White, 536 U.S. 765, 783 (2002) (“[W]e neither assert nor imply that the First Amendment requires campaigns for judicial office to sound the same as those for legislative office.”).


the candidate and can include the candidate. 182 Similar to personal solicitations, there is an inherent risk to the public’s perception of judicial integrity when donations are further removed from an election. 183 Contributions made closer to an election are likely more akin to political speech, whereas earlier contributions can create an appearance of quid pro quo corruption. 184

In evaluating which judicial campaign restrictions the Williams-Yulee rationale should extend to, it is again important to note that the Supreme Court in Williams-Yulee was very deferential to state judgment in upholding judicial impartiality and public confidence in the judiciary. As Chief Justice Roberts emphasized: “these considered judgments deserve our respect” because they reflect choices by the states in an area central to their own governance—how to select those who “sit as their judges.” 185 Given this deference and the variety of campaign risks that have the potential to harm judicial integrity, courts should follow in the footsteps of Wolfson and O’Toole and apply the broad rationale of Williams-Yulee to other judicial canons beyond those banning personal solicitations. If courts come across judicial canons restricting candidates’ speech on issues, such as the announce clause at issue in White, however, they should continue to abide by White unless the broad reasoning of Williams-Yulee provides a distinction.

V. CONCLUSION

Williams-Yulee left its mark in expansively changing the Supreme Court’s First Amendment jurisprudence in the context of electioneering, signaling a lesser burden to impose judicial campaign restrictions and more state deference in this area. The Williams-Yulee plurality upheld the Florida canon prohibiting personal solicitation; however, the canon was not upheld on an agreed-upon standard of review. After Williams-

182. Brief of Appellees at 16, O’Toole v. O’Connor, 802 F.3d 783 (6th Cir. 2015) (No. 15-3614) (“The same interests that support the independence of our judiciary apply with equal force to the committees who act on the candidates’ behalf.”).

183. O’Toole v. O’Connor, 803 F.3d 783, 790 (6th Cir. 2015) (“[C]ontributions that are not proximate in time to an election can increase the appearance of impropriety and the risk of actual bias.”).

184. Brief of Appellees, supra note 182, at 33 (citing Thalheimer v. City of San Diego, 645 F.3d 1109, 1121 (9th Cir. 2011)).

185. Williams-Yulee, 135 S. Ct. at 1671 (quoting Gregory v. Ashcroft, 501 U.S. 452, 460 (1991)); see also Brief of Appellees, supra note 182, at 21 (“Williams-Yulee . . . articulated a new and more deferential analysis for state rules governing judicial election campaigns.”); Williams-Yulee, 135 S. Ct. at 1671 (“Florida has reasonably determined that personal appeals for money by a judicial candidate inherently create an appearance of impropriety that may cause the public to lose confidence in the integrity of the judiciary. That interest may be implicated to varying degrees in particular contexts . . . .”).
Yulee, courts must decide whether to expand the case’s broad rationale to judicial canons other than those that prohibit personal solicitations of campaign funds. In addition, when evaluating other canons, courts must decide whether to follow the purportedly loosened scrutiny approach from Williams-Yulee.

Based on the broad reasoning in Williams-Yulee and the Court’s further acknowledgement that judicial elections are different in light of a compelling state interest of preserving public confidence in the judiciary, the rationale provided by the Wolfson court and the O’Toole court serve as examples of how other courts should reconcile with this new Supreme Court precedent. After Williams-Yulee, states likely will have an easier time reprimanding judicial candidates for violating judicial canons. With the passing of Justice Scalia, a stalwart defender of upholding judicial canons under the strictest scrutiny and nothing looser, a different Court makeup could further give states this latitude, in the event that another First Amendment challenge to a judicial canon comes before the Court. Williams-Yulee serves as a further confirmation that the bench is not a constituency. Although Justice Scalia and the more conservative Justices on the Court may not accept such a distinction in First Amendment jurisprudence, the lower courts are accepting this distinction and using it to allow states latitude to regulate judicial elections differently.